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SUMMARY

5a p/t&olouA, aaae/ia me have examined the extension of &ame

method*, to. compote tandom exae/timentA to the case in which the

available experimental infanmatlan la. (luf^u.

5a thin papen we one now qolna to anaJUyye the nelatloneJiipo

between the cnUenla booed on Slackwcil* a wftlclenctf. and same

cnUenia baaed on well-known Ui^onmatlon meatumeA
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1. INTRODUCTION

The theory of comparing two "classic experiments" is usually

concerned with the problem of comparing two random experiments whose

probability distributions depend on the same state or parameter value,

so that the "most informative" (with respect to such a state)is prefe

rred to the other one. The usual purpose of that comparison is that

inferences regarding the state will be later based on the sampling

from the "best" experiment.

(*) Maria Angeles Gil is currently a Research Associate at the Univer

sity of California,Berkeley, for a period of two years.Her research is

supported in part by NASA Grant NCC-275.AF0SR Crant 89-0084 and a

Grant from the Spanish MEC.



In the traditional criteria suggested to compare experiments one
first consider two random experiments, that may be characterized by
means of two probability spaces Eb (X^x,P0) and Fa (Y.0Y,QQ), ee
0, where the sample spaces X and Y are subsets of a euclidean space
(usually R ),0X and 0y are the smallest Borel <r-fields on the sample
spaces X and Y, respectively, {PQ, 6 e 0 > and <QQ, 8 € 0 > are
families of probability measures on (X,0X) and (Y./9 ),
respectively.More precisely , it is usually assumed that the

"observable events" from E and F may be described by means of ordinary
subsets of the samples space X and Y, respectively . In addition, the

"elementary observable events" are all the singletons from X and Y,
respectively.

In previous papers ,19-121,119-23], we have considered the

problem of comparing two random experiments, E and F, when the

available experimental information on which these conclusions will be

based is not exact, but rather it may be described by means of fuzzy

events of the spaces X and Y,respectively, [301.In other words, we

have extended well-known criteria to compare experiments when the

"previous information" concerning the experimental outcomes involves

probabilistic uncertainty due to randomness ( formalized through the

probability measures PQ and Q ),and the "current available
information" after the experimental performance contains fuzzy

imprecision.

Thus, for instance, assume that a drug manufacturer has developed

a drug that supplies an unknown fraction 8 of cured patients . To make

posterior inferences about 8, the director of a clinic consider the

experiment E consisting in observing the drug effectivenness in a

patient drawn at random from the populations of patients in the clinic.

This Bernoulli experiment may be characterized in terms of the

probability space (X,0x,P), where X ={0,1} (0=non-cured patient ,
l=cured patient ) , 0X = smallest Borel o-field on {0,1}, PQ(0) = 1-8,
PQ(1)= 8 . If the director has not time enough to obtain an exact
conclusion about the effectiveness of the drug, but he can only

indicate that S= « the patient is more or less cured » , or W = « the

patient is more or less not » , then the available experimental

information could be easily assimilated with fuzzy events on X.

In the present paper, we are first going to recall previous



extended criteria and to introduce new ones.Then, we will discuss the

possible connections between the preference relations defining these
criteria.

2.- PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS

Consider an experiment Es (X,0x,Pe), 8€0, and suppose that the
statistician can base his decision making or drawing of conclusions
regarding 8, on the observation of the performance of E . Assume now
that the ability to observe the experimental outcome only allows the
statistician to assimilate each elementary observable event with fuzzy
information .[29],[321, where

Definition 2.1

A fuzzy event DC on X characterized by a Borel-measurable member
ship function ^ from Xto [0,11, where ^(x) represents the "grade of
compatibility" of x and X, is called !*&* ^onmatlon at&aclaUd wit*
the experiment E .

As the attention is focussed on the state or parameter value 6
governing the distribution of the exact information from E, but the
present available information is fuzzy, it would be interesting to
obtain the probability of the fuzzy information in terms of o.For this
purpose.we will use the well-Known probabilistic definition stated by
Zadeh [31] as follows:

Definition 2.2

The pnababUUv <4 the fu*^ ln(anmatlon X induced by the
probability measure PQ on (X,0X) Is given by the value

yem=Jx^x)dPe(x)

(the integral being the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral)
In the definition of measures of information and risk associated

with an experiment when the available experimental information is gi
ven by grouping of experimental observations,[14],[15],the set of all
elementary, events associated with the experiment is a classical
partition of the sample space. In a similar way, and for the sake of
operativeness, we will hereafter assume that the available "elementary
observable events" determine apartition of fuzzy sets on the sample
space or "fuzzy partition", [1],[26-27], which is called fuzzy
information system according to the notion introduced by Tanaka et
al. [29] :



Definition 2.3

A Iwyw Information <^iem (FIS),X , a<*aclated with E is a
partition of fuzzy events on X that is,a finite set of fuzzy events on
X. satisfying the orthogonality condition

£ Hx(x) « 1, for all x 6 X.
' X € X*

On the basis of the preceding notions, we are next going to
establish same preference relations between two FIS's associated with

two experiments whose probability distributions are governed by the
same state or parameter value . All of these relations only require

the knowledge of the induced probability distributions on the FIS's .

Then, we will analyze the connections between such preference
relations, and finally apply them to an illustrative example.

3 •- SOME PREFERENCE RELATIONS BETWEEN TWO FUZZY INFORMATION SYSTEMS

« »

Let X and y two FIS's associated with the experiments E a (X,

0x.Pe) and Fs (Y, £V.QQ), 8 €0 ,respectively . Then,

Definition 3.1
• • • •

We say that X is <utfticUnt fan. V .written X a 1/ , if there exists

a nonnegative function hiV/OC) on X *V , satisfying the relations

i) £ h(V/X) •1,for all X€X*
y € y*

ii) QQm = £ h(«//X) ?em. for all y€y* ,8€0*

Let now assume that 0 is a subset of the real line, and let 0rt be

the smallest Borel o-field on 0, and suppose that for all X € X and
*

y € y , ?G(3C) and QQ(y) are Borel-measurable with respect to 8 . Let
0 denote the class of all prior probability distributions on (0, 0Q).
Given two prior distributions C*.^ e 0 , let

*i(x) =J VX) d?i(6)
0

Q^y) =J Qe(V) dS^e)



0

• •

OC € X , ye y . i =1,2 ( the integrals being the Lebesgue-Stieltjes
integrals).

Definition 3.2

We say that X^ is not leoc U^onmati^e than ( or preferred or in
different^ to ) y' Ui the oen&e <4 the nan panametnle l-diA>enaence,
written X * </"(NP f-D), if and only if

"V€r*2} *J.^rV for a11 *v c2 €e* (2)

f being an arbitrary convex function defined on the interval (0,+»)
and such that

f(0) =li^fju) . o.f(0) =0. o.f(»). HV f(f)= ali. £lHl . for all
C-H) U-*o

a€ (0.+«) ( The measure /.(C^) is defined analogously).

If € € 0*. let

(The integral being the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral). Then,
Definition 3.3

We say that X U not le<* intonmattoe than V* in the *cn*c of
the nan-panametnio ^l^onmatlon meaoune .written x\ y (NP f-l)
if and only if

Jq /.(e.C) dC(a) *Jq jf# (e.c) d**(e). for all £60* (3)
where

(f a function satisfying the conditions indicated in definition 3.2)
and J .(Sj.Cg) defined analogously.

JL

.IT we assume that 6 is either the real line or an open interval
on the real line, we can state :



Definition 3.4

We say that X lo not let* informative than y* in the sense of
the parametnlc f information mea&ure, written }i y (P f-I) , if and
only if

f f
I *(8) * I .(8) , for all 8 € 0 (4)
X y

•p 3* (X)

where I CO) =Lig inf J— £ ?a+An(3C).f f—? l(if it exists)

f
and I tie) is defined in a similar way.

Finally, we establish the following criteria:

Definition 3.5

We say that X lo, not U&&. Informative than y In the oenoe of
5ioAeV* amount of Information written X a5 (F) , if and only if

IF.(8) * IF„(8) ,for all 8 €0 (5)
X y

where IF.(8) = 7 ? (X) f-i—log ?a(X) 1,(if it exists), and

p
I #(8) is defined in a similar way.

X

REMARK:

i)The criterion in Definition 3.1 is an immediate extension of that

introduced by Blackwell,[2,3] and exhaustively studied in the

literature of comparing experiments (cf.[7],[13],[16-18]Its extension

was previously suggested in [20].

ii)The criterion in definition 3.2 was based in the well-known family

of f-divergence measures introduced by Csiszar, [4] and extends to the

fuzzy case the preference relation in [7] that generalizes the

relation based on the Kullback-Leibier directed divergence and

suggested in [13].

iii) The criterion in Definition 3.3 extends to the fuzzy case that

proposed by Ferentinos and Papaioannou [71, which is a generalization

of that in [18] . This extension has been previously examined in [21]

for the general case and in [12] for Shannon's information measure.

iv)The criterion in Definition 3.4 extends to the fuzzy case that



suggested by Ferentinos and Papaioannou. [7], and is based on a method
of constructing parametric measures of information from non-pa

rametric ones they have also proposed [61. A particularization of this

criterion to the non-additive directed divergence of order a has been

indicated by Gil in [9].

v)The criterion in Definition 3.5 extends to the fuzzy case that

suggested by Stone.[18],and studied by Garcia-Carrasco ,[8] . The

extension has been previously developed in [10],where additivity of

Fisher's measure makes it very operative when we are concerned with

random samples of large size from experiments supplying fuzzy

information.

4.- CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE PREFERENCE RELATIONS

We are now going to investigate the connections between the pre

ference relations we have Just established . The following results

indicate that, under some regularity conditions, Fisher's criterion is

the most widely applicable . Thus,

Theorem 4.1

Let 6 be a subset of the real line and let X and V be two FIS's

associated with experiments whose distributions depend on 8 € 0 . If

X* fc y* t there X* * y* (NP f-D).
Proof.

Indeed, according to Definition 3.1, there exists a nonnegative

function hWX) satisfying conditions i) and ii) of the definition 3.1.

Consequently, if f is a function satisfying the conditions in Defini.

tion 3.2, a result stated by Csiszar ,.[41, guarantee that

f o fQ1(V) 1

£ h(V/X) 2>a(X)

y y h(v/x) ?0toc) f[ -^ 1
yty* xtX* L I.h(*/3C) vx) J

XeX



r r r MV/X) 3MX) .
) V h(<//X) yo(X)f I * IL . L . 2 [ h V/X 7>X J

r r V*) ^

whatever €j ,^ € 0* may be.

Theorem 4.2

Let 0 be a subset of the real line and let X*and V* two FIS's
associated with experiments whose distributions depend on 8 e 0 . If
X ± y* (NP f-D) then ,X*fc V*(NP f-I).
Proof.

^ Indeed, if ^ assigns probability 1 to 6 = 8Q and €2=€ . then
X * V* (NP f-D) implies that

f f
J • (0O»€) * J 9 (6 .€) . for all 8 € 0 , £ € 0*
X y ° °

so that Definition 3.3 holds.

Theorem 4.3

Let 0 be either the real line or an interval of the real line .

Assume that ?Q(3C) and QQ{0C) are both twice differentIable with respect
to 8 and satisfying regularity conditions so that

J /.<e. ^e) d^e) and f /.co.c") d<jie<e)
J0 X Je y

admit double differentiation with respect to 8+A8 at A0=0 for all 8e0

and every point of 0 is a limit point (E^9 being prior distribution
assigning probability 1/2 to each of 8 and 8+A8 ) . If 1* i ^ (NP
f-I). then X a y (P f-I), for all f such that f(l)=0.

Proof.

Indeed,



J j'.Ce.^9) d^e(o) =
e x

*e {:r)
ac e a L5V*)+I'e**B(I)J

y (X)8+A81 J[* V« *5 ?e+Ae(a:) f \ *etx) *\ Va8(*>

and the Taylor expansion of the last expression with respect to the
argument 8+A8 in a neighborhood of 8 is equal to

f(l) ♦ C^liixF^e, [A8]2 +0([A8]3)
whereas the Taylor expansion of

I JW*> •*[
X € X

jyx) .
* e+A8(X)J

with respect to 8+A8 in a neighborhood of 8 is equal to

f(l) +£^LL> xF^(e) (Ae)2 +0([A8]3)
X

Consequently, if f(l) = o. we have

J «(8) = Lim inf
(Aer-*T (A8)'• si?t ^ £» <»>2} -
=Lim inf _£_ J£1111). XF (e) [Afll2 \ _
(A8)2->0* (A8)2 I 8 X J"

"ri^iJ? 7T^ J jf.^^A°) ^A0(8)(A8) -j0 (A8) j0 X

whence X* *V* (NP f-I) implies that

J Ace.^9) d^e
(AS)*1 J0 X 7772 J Jf.(e.^AG) d€A9(8), for all 8e0

(A8)& J0 V

(A8 in a neighborhood of 0) and hence the relation is preserved by



taking limit as (A8)2-» 0+, so that Jf.(8) a: Jf.(8) for all 8 €0 and
X y

f satisfying conditions in Definition 3.2 and f(l) = 0.

Theorem 4.4

Under the conditions in theorem 3.3, if X * V* (P f-I), then
X* fc y* (F).
Proof.

Indeed, the result may be inmedlately derived from the relation

/.(0) =J^ill iF.(8)
x d x

obtained in the Taylor expansion of J #(8) considered above.

5 .- ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

The following example illustrates the application of the

criterion in Definition 3.1 and the existence of a strict preference

relation according to such definition entails those for the remainder

•criteria.

Example

In an immunology process a quarter of a large population of mice

received a standard dose of a bacteria determining a character C, whe

reas a half of the same population received a standard dose of another

bacteria determining character D . Consequently, the proportions of

mice with characters C and D are respectively 0.25 and 0.5 . Suppose

that the proportion 8 of mice having both characters is unknown .

On the other hand, assume that the mechanisms of analysis for pre

sence of characters C and D in the population are not quite exact . Mo

re precisely, assume that the analysis of each mouse for presence of

character C only permits us to distinguish between the •fuzzy

observations S ="the mouse seems more or less to have C" and £= "the

mouse seems more or less not to have C (or have O", that the

investigator assimilates with the membership functions u^(C)= 0.75.
»ig(C)=0.25, M^(C)= 0.25, n^(C)= 0.75 and the analysis of each mouse
for presence of character D only permits us to distinguish between the

fuzzy observations 2) ="the mouse has D quite sharply" and 2)="the mouse

has not D (or has D) quite sharply", that the investigator assimilates

with the membership functions |i_(D)B0.9 , 1^(5)= 0.1. u^(D)=0.1,
M^(D)= 0.9.

Let X denote the probabilistic information system in which a

10



random individual leading to the fuzzy information £, in the analysis

for presence of character C, is observed for presence of character D .

Let Y denote the probabilistic information system in which a random

individual leading to the fuzzy information. 2), in the analysis for

presence of character D, is observed for presence of character C.

Then, the (conditional given E) probabilities associated with X are

given by

Pe(l) = (48 + l)/3 .P0(O) = 1- Pe(l) o (.2- 4 8) /3

(where (X=l) is D, and (X=0) is D), and the (conditional given 2)) pro

babilities associated with Y are given by

Q_(l) =(3.2 8 + 0.U/2, Qn(0) = 1-QQ(1) = (1.9-3.2 8)/2
O DO

(where (Y=l) is C, and (Y=0) is C ).

The fuzziness in the available information for the probabilistic

information systems X and Y leads, respectively, to the fuzzy informa-

tion systems 2) ={2>,2) }and £ = {£,£}, whose probability distribution

are given by

?Q(2))= (3.2 8 + 1.1 )/3 ?Q($) = (1.9 -3.2 8)/3
?e(£)= (3.2 8 + 1.1) Qe(?) s (2.9-3.2 8)/4

Consequently, the function

h(S/2» = 3/4 h(?/2)) = 1/4

h(S/B) - 0 h(?/8) = 1

satisfies conditions i) and ii) in definition 3.1, whence X*fcV*,and
hence the best FIS is that in which individuals with the rarest

"character" are observed.

6 .- CONCLUDING REMARKS

The study in the present paper has been carried out on the basis

of the model involving the concept of FIS and Zadeh's probabilistic

definition . It could be also useful i*n practice to consider the

approach based on the concept of fuzzy random variable [24-25]would be

applied to the case in which the previous and the actual information

is fuzzy, so that we would be in fact interested in making decisions or

drawing statistical conclusions regarding a (fuzzy) state or parameter

value.
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